Flight I&T Support Update

- EngineeringModel package and LDF
  - Current tag v3r0402p17
    - Julie will be running system tests
  - Still on the hook for a LDF unit test
    - Preliminary version is included in the latest LatIntegration tag.
Calorimeter: Sasha & Zach

- Zach produced new tag of calibGenCAL package (v2r3)
  - produces all calibration xml files by runMuonCalibChain
  - builds on both Linux and Windows
  - contains new class RootFileAnalysis which is a simplified version of RootTreeAnalysis
- Andrey working on light tapering calibration. Cannot reproduce same results on Windows as produced by Xin on Linux.
- Sasha & Byron worked on trigger threshold measurement.
Various Stuff involving Joanne

- Working on a new RootData package for calibration data.
  - This has re-sparked our desire to move all the idents classes into commonRootData. (Done at HEAD)
- Providing consultation to Anders concerning adding ACD tiles to the EM2 geometry.
- Some nice rdbGui documentation exists:
  http://www.slac.stanford.edu/exp/glast/ground/software/notes/rdbGui/rdbGui-use.shtml
Pipeline

- Dan is writing stored procedures and modifying the database to support a full-fledged pipeline instance controlled by the PDB.
- Navid is writing a web page to view pipeline processing.
- Next up: writing a scheduler and batch-submitter that uses the DB to control pipeline flow.
- Dan has passed some pipeline process wrapper script templates on to I&T for their musing. Xin has sent back a first attempt at using them to wrap a pipeline process.